
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

GENEVA WINTER CHARITY BALL 
PRESS-RELEASE 

 
 
«What is better than an International Bilingual Education New Year Ball?» — Geneva's society has 
long found the answer to the riddle: «Two International Bilingual Education New Year Balls!»  

Indeed, the Children's Ball and the New Year Ball have become landmarks in the social life of 
Switzerland's unofficial capital. Each year the Balls' guests eagerly let themselves fall under the charm 
of the organisers' facetious imagination.  

But this year has added a facet to the Ball's identity: not only was it a chance to party in a beautiful 
setting with charming people, but also an opportunity to support a noble cause, by contributing to 
the development of the «UchimZnaem» project. The latter provides the necessary educational and 
social environment to children who are undergoing long term care in Russia and are therefore 
unable to attend regular primary or secondary schools. 

On the 9th of January the spacious halls of the Pitoeff Theatre in Geneva were once more filled with 
music and laughter. Coloured lights and a multitude of Christmas trees clad in snow made the foyer 
look like an enchanted forest. When all the guests had gathered at last, the doors of the ballroom 
were flung open and colourful fairy tale characters appeared (embodied by the artists of the Moscow 
theatre Tchudaki), inviting everyone to take a seat at the lavishly decorated dinner tables so that 
revels might commence... 
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 The Ball was officially opened by Elena Gaszanova and Christian Goecking, who briefly introduced the 
Centre's new charity project. A welcome letter from H.E. Mr Golovin, Russian Ambassador to 

Switzerland, was read. Mr Jacques Moret, 
Director General of Geneva, responded 
with a speech on behalf of the Geneva 
municipality. 

All presenters being aware that the best 
speeches are the shortest ones, speaking 
was soon replaced by music and the guests' 
attention shifted to lovely old-fashioned 
ball programmes that had been distributed 
to all. The programme contained all the 
details of the evening to come, but also left 
a space in which to write the names of 
one's dancing partners... For dancing was to 
take place, and not any kind of dancing! The 

organisers had in store polonaises, waltzes, polka-gallops, and mazurkas, and even a minuet. The 
subtle art of minuet has been somewhat forgotten since the French Revolution, so even the utterly 
refined guests of the New Year Ball would sometimes be caught throwing embarrassed glances 
around, as if asking: «Surely I cannot be the only one to be unsure of my minuet steps...?!» But thanks 
to Eugenia Marmyleva and Dmitriy Tikhonov - the official masters of ceremony, who kindly explained 
and showed all the steps, every couple on the floor were soon able to feel as if they were the King and 
Queen of France themselves. 

A fashion show is an unavoidable part of a good ball, and of course there was one too. The female 
students of the Geneva Academic Center showed to the audience that academic achievement can, 
and should, go hand in hand with artistic talent. They appeared on the catwalk dressed in silk gowns, 
which were first thought to be the gift of a generous sponsor... But it turned out they had designed 
and made the dresses themselves, as part of the GAC student society «Silk Symphony».  

As midnight neared Father Christmas and his grand-daughter, affectionately known in Russian as 
Snegurochka, walked into the room and declared that playtime had started. Soon all the guests, aged 
from fourteen to seventy, in full evening 
dress, were kicking air balloons and teaming 
up with friends to pull the «rope of luck». 
The respectable (sometimes even 
venerable) guests were playing and dancing 
like little children, while the children 
themselves seemed to wonder what on 
earth had come upon their usually very 
quiet and well-behaved parents and grand-
parents. All those who thought they had 
two left feet, had long ago forgotten about 
it. There was no doubt: the night was an 
absolute success. 

When the clocks chimed midnight 
champagne was served again. But to merely raise one's glass to the New Year would have been too 
trivial. Each glass had a Swarovski crystal in it, except three glasses... which contained a real diamond, 



 

courtesy of Natkina Jewellery House. While the happy winners were devising what they should do 
with their precious stone, the others were impatiently waiting for the lottery draw, with many more 

prizes to be won: vintage wine bottles, 
exceptional watches and  beautiful jewels, 
tickets to shows and invitations to 
parties...  

Somehow the guests wished they could 
be everywhere: dancing, tasting the 
delicious food, chatting to their old 
friends and new acquaintances, playing 
party games... It was no wonder that long 
past midnight they were still reluctant to 
leave the glittering ballroom. It was said, 
time and time again, that the New Year 
should happen much more often – if only 

it did not make you age faster. Promises were made to see each other soon, at the Centre's next 
event. 

Once more the Geneva Academic Center's New Year Ball proved the great Frenchman, Antoine de 
Saint-Exupéry, to be right, when he said that «there is only one true luxury, the luxury of human 
relations». So let us wish that this luxury remains the most important and the most enjoyed one for us 
all.  

Both Charity Russian Winter Ball and Children Ball will long remain in our memory. We would like to 
thank all professional photographers and video operator working on these events. All beautiful 
photos and movie are published on the official Ball websites: 
 
www.geneva-bal.com (in Russian language) 
http://academge.wix.com/bal-elka-eng (in English language) 
 
PHOTOGRAPHERS : Studiobabylove, Baryshnikov Anton, Khromov Igor, Angelika Meretukova 
FILM & VIDEO PRODUCTION: MVV  - My View Vision Production 
 
Let us see more often those who are dear to us, and let us meet again soon, dear Friends of the 
Geneva Academic Centre! 

         CHARITY LOTTERY 
OF THE GENEVA WINTER BALLS - 2015. 

PRIZES: 

• barometer of watch manufacturer Ulysse Nardin  
• elegant necklace in white gold and a ring from the jeweller house "Natkina" 
• rarity wine with gold from «Cave Tsallin» 
• suitcase from Geneva store «Buzzano» 
• invitations for the elite events and dinners from Geneva Luxury 5 Star Hotel s "Mandarin 

Oriental ", "Hotel d'Angleterre" and cafe «Mila Café Montreux» 
• invitations for the concert, organized by «ALPHA FG MUSIC»  
• exquisite sets of cosmetics from «Rivoli», «Eva.J» and «InFlore» 
• gift baskets from traditional Russian-Ukrainian food store “Sputnik" 



 

 
 

SPONSORS & PARTNERS 
OF THE GENEVA WINTER CHARITY BALLS: 

 
• Geneva Academic Center SA – International Bilingual center, the main organizer of the events 
• Compagnie Bancaire Helvetique – Swiss Private Bank 
• Nafinco SA - International consulting company, Geneva 
• Natkina - Jewellery House, Switzerland 
• Berney Associes SA - fiduciary company, Geneva 
• Ulysse Nardin -  watch manufacturer, Switzerland 
• Hotel Président Wilson - Luxury 5 Star Hotel , Geneva 
• Hotel Mandarin Oriental - Luxury 5 Star Hotel , Geneva 
• Hotel d`Anglettere - Luxury 5 Star Hotel , Geneva 
• Favorit magazine -  guide for Russian-speaking people in Switzerland and Liechtenstein 
• Cocktails Entertainment – cocktails bar  
• Laurent Perrier  - Champagne house 
• Cave Tsallin - vineyards of Valais 
• Buzzano - manufacturer and supplier of luggage & accessories 
• Rivoli - Luxury Swiss cosmetics company 
• Eva.J  - Natural Luxury Cosmetics 
• InFlore - beauty salon 
• Mila Café Montreux – popular restaurant, Montreux 
• Sputnik - Shop with traditional Russian-Ukrainian food 
• ALPHA FG MUSIC - organization of concerts in Geneva 
• Spoiem Vmeste – vocal-instrumental ensemble performing Russian songs, Geneva 
• Ma Petite Princesse - Children's fancy dress boutique, Geneva 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INTERNATIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
c/o Geneva Academic Center, 30, rue des Voisins, CH - 1205 Genève 

tel +41(22) 800 00 12, fax +41(22) 800 00 14, E-mail: info@academ-ge.ch, www.academ-ge.ch 
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